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1. Irreversibility of Mechanism 14:50
 for violin and electronics (2014)

 Vladislav Pesin: violin
 Alexey Nadzharov: electronics

2. Obsession  09:45
 for cello and electronics (2015)

 Konstantin Manaev: cello
 Alexandra Filonenko: electronics

3. Schattenspiel  08:28
 for accordion solo (2011)

 Roman Yusipey: accordion

4. JACKSON(G)  13:51
 for double bass and electronics (2014)

 Grigory Krotenko: double bass
 Alexey Nadzharov: electronics

5. NACKT  13:22
 for countertenor solo (2013)

 Daniel Gloger: countertenor



The pieces, presented on this CD, have been 
created in the last few years. The fact that they are 
solo works is not a coincidence - it is in a solo, as 
in the most complex form of self-utterance, there is 
a macro- and microcosm of ideas that I implement. 
On the first sight it is a paradox on my way of 
thinking, because I was always interested in big 
forms and large ensembles. Solo pieces turned out 
to be the solution for me, since they have not only 
musical material, but a tight relation to synthetic 
elements such as electronics, video and theater. 
This along turned out to be noncoincidental, 
because the idea of a synthetic theater had 
become my foundation for aesthetics and the way 
of thinking. The interest to the dialogical 
monologue started with the pieces “NACKT” and 
“Irreversibility of Mechanism”, which became 
important for me as a composer and a listener. This 
kind of monologue is also important in other pieces 
alongside with “JACKSON(G)”. I could have 
described many works as the monologue of this 
moment. 

Alexandra Filonenko, translated by Oleg Krokhalev

Пьесы, представленные на диске, созданы 
мною в последние годы, и то, что это сольные 
пьесы, не случайно. Именно в сольной пьесе, 
как в самом сложном виде самовысказывания, 
есть тот макро- и микрокосмос идей, которые я 
реализую. На первый взгляд - это парадокс 
относительно моего мышления, так как всегда, 
в том числе и сейчас, меня интересовали и 
интересуют большие формы и составы, но 
неожиданным выходом явились сольные 
пьесы, которые уже включали не только сам 
музыкальный материал, но и сосущесвование с 
такими родственными, синтетически 
вышедшими элементами, как электроника, 
видео и театр. Это тоже уже явилось само по 
себе не случайным, так как идея 
синтезирования синтетического театра стала 
для меня основой моей эстетики, мышления. С 
пьесами “NACKT” и “Irreversibility of Mechanism”, 
важными для меня как композитора и 
слушателя, начался интерес к диалогичному 
монологу, который проходит и в других пьесах, 
например, “JACKSON(G)”. Пьеса-монолог 
данного момента, так бы я охарактеризовала 
многие пьесы.

Александра Филоненко



Alexandra Filonenko

Alexandra Filonenko graduated from the Moscow 
State Tchaikovsky Conservatory and finished her 
postgraduate studies under Edison Vasilievich 
Denisov and Vladimir Grigorievich Tarnopolski. 
Alexandra Filonenko was a scholar of  Akademie 
der Künste Berlin, Schloss Solitude, Künstlerhaus 
Schreyahn, Musikakademie Rheinsberg, Casa 
Baldi (Italien). Winner of international competitions, 
such as Händelfestspiele, “Arbeiten mit Arditti”, 
Deutsche Oper Berlin, Zeitgenössische Oper 
Berlin, Young Euro Classik. Her works were 
performed by such leading ensembles and 
performers as Ensemble Ascolta, Ensemble Aleph, 
Kairos Quartett, Arditti Quartett, Neue 
Vokalsolisten, Solisten der Deutsche Oper Berlin, 
Studio for New Music (Moscow), Maulwerker 
(Berlin), eNsemble (Saint-Petersburg), KNM 
(Berlin), Soloists of  Musica Aeterna Choir, Daniel 
Gloger, Lux:nm, Natalia Pschenitschnikova, 
Elizaveta Blyumina, Vladislav Pesin, Konstantin 
Manayev, Henja Semmler and others. Her music 
was performed at such festivals: Festival Musica 
Nova (Heidelberg), Gaudeamus Musikwoche 
(Amsterdam), Akademie der Künste, (Berlin), 
Moskauer Herbst, Unerhörte Musik (BKA Berlin), 
Ultraschall, Märzmusik , Sommer in Stuttgart, 
Eclat, Dyagilev Musiktage (Perm), Klangspuren 
Schwaz, Young Euro Classik, Klangwerkstatt 
Berlin, Salzburgerer Biennale, ISCM, Musik der 
Jahrhunderten.

__



Composer Alexandra Filonenko enjoys writing solo 
pieces for individual instruments, sometimes 
adding singing - she feels the music of words and 
knows exactly how to make it sound. Then the 
poetry becomes almost visible, being perceived as 
graphics, gentle and, at the same time, barbed. 
When a singer is added to the soloists, the 
engraving becomes three-dimensional and is 
converted into a theater.

Filonenko uses the human voice as an additional 
musical instrument: few composers today know 
how to emphasize the living warmth of a solo 
instrument and a musical sensuality of singing 
people. If the voice and the instrument are woven 
into the dialogue, the solitude, which fills Alexandra 
Filonenko’s music, diminishes. Actually all the 
composer’s art, almost as a humanitarian 
assistance, is an attempt to overcome the cosmic 
loneliness of one individual. Any one of us.

Dmitri Bavilski

Alexandra’s music originates from pure sound, her 
pieces transport sounds out of bodies of 
instruments and singers and strike a chord on the 
outside.

Alexandra makes all kinds of bodies clatter, rattle 
and clang, rasp, scrape, notch and carve, weep, 
cry, mewl, whine and turns their sounds into music.
her music liberates all hidden clangs and clanks, all 
implicit sonority and tone and releases them. 

Unprecedented and unheard of tones emancipate 
from their body of sound and become music.

This entrance of loosened noise creates moments 
of pain, of wild eruption and harsh outburst, it 
becomes the soundtrack of throes and labour 
pains during the birth of the unheard… though 
once released these noises develop their own 
vitality and zest of life, unfolding a very own and 
unique beauty.

Michael Sturminger



Alexandra Filonenko is an extraordinary composer 
with outstanding qualities of phantasy, freedom of 
mind and feeling for sound, dramaturgy and text. 
Her commitment and will to create a truly musical 
and emotional output with every single piece 
instead of just some nice, merely entertaining 
music goes perfectly together with her energy and 
clear idea of sound while practicing her music with 
the performers. Also she doesn’t only regard the 
latter as executors of her wishes but as real 
partners, what turns performing her music into a 
great pleasure, even if the difficulties therein might 
be quite unique, too. Her intimate knowledge of the 
human voice and her love for its emotional 
immediacy made Alexandra create with NACKT (in 
nearly no time - she just needed one week) the 
most energetic, crazy, multiplayer piece for 
countertenor solo which I know. Thus she 
composed a finale furioso for my solo project, 
which brings together all possible intensities of 
emotion, energy, empathy and vocal techniques a 
composer can ask a performer to embody.

Daniel Gloger



Vladislav Pesin

Born in 1973 in St. Petersburg. He graduated at
St. Petersburg Conservatory as a violinist in 1998, 
under the guidance of professors A. Resnikovski, 
E. Komarova and E. Shafran, and post-graduate 
course for soloists in 2000. He participated in 
master-courses of V. Libermann, T. Zehetmair,
G. Krebbers, M. Leonhardt. He is a Grant-holder of 
the Foundation “Gartov Stiftung” (Germany), 
Laureate of the prestigious international 
competitions: “Franz Schubert and the music of XX 
age” (Graz, 1997), Pietro Locatelli Competition 
(Amsterdam, 1997), Johannes Brahms 
Competition (Gdansk, 2003) As a soloist appeared 
repeatedly with St. Petersburg Philharmonic 
Orchestra, The State Academy Symphony
St. Petersburg  Orchestra, “MUSICA VIVA”, Niewe 
Ensemble (Amsterdam), “The Pocket Symphony” 
(Moscow),  in collaboration with T. Zehetmair,
H. Holliger, S. Sondetskis, T. Sokhiev,
F. Mastrangelo, A. Rudin, T. Grindenko,
M. Fedotova, A. Goribol, P. Osetinskaja,
N. Kozhukhar. He takes part in prestigious 
international festivals of early and modern music as 
a soloist of The Moscow Contemporary Music 
Ensemble (MCME); carries on the intensive concert 
activities in Russia and abroad.



Alexey Nadzharov

Born in 1983 in Moscow. Had been studying 
clarinet and piano for 7 years, after which he also 
took classes on saxophone and electronic music. 
Alexei Nadzharov graduated from the Moscow 
State Tchaikovsky Conservatory (2006) and 
completed his postgraduate studies under Prof. 
Jurij Voronzov (2009). He teaches at the Moscow 
Conservatory in the Center for Electroacoustic 
Music (CEAMMC, since 2009). His works were 
performed by ensembles such as Studio for New 
Music (Moscow), De Ereprijs (Apeldoorn, 
Netherlands), Ensemble Multilateral (Paris, France), 
“Alter Ego Ensemble” (Rome, Italy), ensemble 
(Saint-Petersburg, RU), Moscow Contemporary 
Music Ensemble (Russia), Ensemble Modern 
(Frankfurt am Main, Germany).



Konstantin Manaev

Born in Russia (Ekaterinburg), since 2012 is living in 
Berlin. Konstantin Manaev performs as a soloist 
regularly throughout Europe. His concert repertoire 
includes works from early baroque to modern 
music. The wide rage is shown also through the 
two records that were made under ClassicClips 
label. The records include works of the Azerbaijani 
composer Franghiz Ali-Zadeh, as well as three cello 
concertos of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach 
accompanied by the Berliner Camerata. Both CDs 
have received several awards from the European 
press and were nominated for international awards. 
Participating successfully in numerous 
competitions, Manaev received international 
recognition after winning the Grand Prix of the 
International Wilkomirski Cello Competition in 
Poznan (Poland), including the 1st prize at the 
“DNG Inter di Musica Val Tidone” (Italy), 1st prize at 
the “12 Young Concert Artists European auditions” 
in Leipzig (Germany) and the 2nd prize at the “6. 
ADAM International Cello competition” in 
Christchurch (New Zealand).



Roman Yusipey

The Ukrainian accordionist Roman Yusipey was 
born in Kherson. In 2006 he graduated from the 
National Ukrainian Piotr Tchaikovsky Music 
Academy where he had studied with Prof. Mykola 
Davydov. From 2009 to 2012 he took a 
postgraduate course at University of Music in 
Hannover with Prof. Elsbeth Moser. Since 2013 he 
is enrolled at the Folkwang Univerity in Essen with 
Prof. Mie Miki. Roman received scholarships from 
the Russian Foundation of Performing Art, the 
Yehudi Menuhin Foundation and the International 
Lions Club Public Foundation. He participated in 
the IX. Premio di Montese International 
Competition in Italy (1st prize) and in the First 
Golden Accordion International Competition in 
New York (2nd Prize). Concert tours lead him to 
Germany, France, Netherlands, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Italy, Poland, Japan, Kazakhstan and 
Malta. He has been a guest lecturer at the Krakow 
Music Academy as well as a visiting professor at 
the Kazakh Kurmangazy National Conservatory. 
Last, but not least, Roman has also participated in 
a number of renowned art projects at various 
international contemporary music festivals.



Grigory Krotenko

Grigory Krotenko is one of the leading Russian 
musicians of his generation. Just after he finished 
his studies at Moscow State Tchaikovsky 
Conservatory (2010) under Prof. Evgeny Kolosov, 
he was invited to teach there. His activities include 
all genres of classical music from Renaissance and 
Baroque to contemporary compositions. He plays 
violone, viola da gamba, Viennese bass and double 
bass with early music ensembles including the 
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment (UK), and Le 
Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique under Sir 
John Eliot Gardiner (guest principal bass). Grigory 
Krotenko also cooperates with the Studio for New 
Music ensemble (Moscow) and Le Concert 
Olympique (Belgium). Grigory Krotenko is a winner 
of the III International Serge Koussevitzky 
competition (2009, 1st prize). He performs regularly 
as a soloist and chamber music player with the 
best Russian and international musicians.



Daniel Gloger

Countertenor Daniel Gloger completed his vocal 
studies in 2005 with a Masters Degree under 
Donald Litaker at the Music Conservatory, 
Karlsruhe. Gloger is particularly interested in music 
theatre and has taken part in numerous world 
premieres, such as: Adriana Hölszky’s Der Gute 
Gott von Manhattan at the Semperoper in Dresden 
(2005) and Oscar Strasnoy’s Fabula at the Stuttgart 
Eclat festival 2008. Gloger debuted at the 
Salzburger Festspiele 2009 as Vagaus in Antonio 
Vivaldi’s oratorio Juditha triumphans and appeared 
in 2010 singing the title role in Bernhard Lang’s new 
opera Montezuma – Fliegender Adler at the 
Nationaltheater Mannheim. He developed the solo 
performance NACKT in 2013 and performed Axel 
Freund in Bluthaus by Georg F. Haas at the Wiener 
Festwochen. The world premier of Haas’ opera 
Koma at the Schwetzinger Festspiele will mainly 
shape the current year.
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